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The study of the equivalence of categories of modules, initiated by Morita 
[7] and fully developed by others, is now an indispensable part of the founda- 
tions of ring theory (see [2-j]). Th e ex p ression “Morita Theory” in the title 
of this paper and in subsequent places in the text refers to this body of 
mathematics. This paper describes an analogous theory in a more primitive 
setting. The new theory does not appear to be either an extension or a 
specialization of the Morita Theory and the two theories coincide only in 
very special cases. 
The ideas in this article were suggested by certain observations of Harada 
on orders in algebras over integral domains (see [6, Lemmas 1.1-l 3, Proposi- 
tion 1.6, Theorem 1.71). These observations are special cases of results in 
this paper, 
A comparison of the Morita Theory with the miniature theory suggests 
that it should be possible to devise an “abstract” Morita Theory, for cate- 
gories more general than categories of modules, that encompasses both 
theories. 
1 
A monoid Jd is a set provided with an associative operation and containing 
an identity element with respect to this operation. The operation on M ;vill 
be denoted by juxtaposition and its identity element by 1. If  G G M and 
XEM, define XU={CCZLIUEU} and L~x={ux~uEUJ. If  LrLX and 
Y 2 &f, define HL( U, V) = ( x, XEM,XXUC YjandH,.(I;; V) ={x! XCZM: : 
11x c V). 
In the following development, all of the subsets of N that appear are 
assumed to be elements of a fixed family F that satisfies: 
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It is also assumed that there is an associative operation on F, likewise denoted 
by juxtaposition? that satisfies the following equivalent conditions for 
U, V, W E F 
and also the condition 
if 1 E C,T then V C CV and v  c vu. (3) 
A number of properties follow immediately from the conditions (l), (2), 
and (3) and their proofs are omitted. 
(a) If  G _C V, then ?JV C VW and WLi C WV. 
(b) H,( IL’, 1;‘) L- C V and LZ,( L’, V) C V. 
(c) Any element of F of the form H$( U, U) (of the form H,( 5, U)), 
is a submonoid of M and every submonoid S has this form, in fact, 
s = H,(St S) (S = H,(S, S)). 
The reader may wish to keep in mind one or more of the following examples: 
(i) N is any monoid, F consists of all subsets of M, and UV = 
(uz’ 1 u E r, F E V). 
(ii) 34 is a monoid and {WV%} is a family of elements of M, F consists 
of all subsets L’ of Jd such that x~C C U and CX& C U for all u and UP’ is 
defined as in (i). 
(iii) R is a ring with unit element, N is the multiplicative monoid of 
R, F consists of the additive subgroups of A, and 
(iv) R and 34 are as in (iii), S is a subring of R, F consists of the 
two-sided S-submodules of R, and UV is defined as in (iii). 
(v) B is a noetherian integral domain with quotient field K. R is a 
k-algebra with a unit element. A a-lattice in R is a finitely generated CF- 
submodule of R. N is the multiplicative monoid of R, F consists of all 
a-lattices in R, and LV is defined as in (iii). 
(vi) (r, K, R, and 34 are -as in (v). A o-order in R is a subring A of R 
containing 1 that is also a a-lattice and satisfies kA = R. F consists of all 
o-lattices L7 in R that are also two-sided A-modules and satisfy KU = R. 
UV is defined as in (iii). 
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Let S be a submonoid of M. If  SLT C 6’ (US C I/‘), then C will be called 
a left (right) S-module. One obtains 
(d) Any element of F of the form H,.(S, V) (of the form H,(S, Y)) is 
a left S-module (right S-module) and every left S-module (right S-module) 
1.’ is of this form, in fact, L’ = H,(S, C) (U = H,!S, L’)). 
Let S and E be submonoids of AT. The set of all right S-modules xvi11 be 
denoted by Ms. Pursuing the analogy with the Morita Theory, w-e introduce 
the analog of a functor of module categories. 
A map y: LWs+ ME is called a functor if Hi(7Y, V) Z HE( Ce: IF”) for 
l,‘, V E MS . Here, VW denotes the image of G under the map F. X functor is 
called an equizdence if there is a fimctor Z/J: XE -+ 34 that inverts y. No harm 
is done by adopting this terminology, since iWs is the set of objects of a 
category in which the morphisms are the elements of N,( C, Y). 
I f  v3: iTI,? i -We is an equivalence and 4: ME ---f AZx is its inverse, then 
Hz( C, bT) = H,( Ga, T/TQ) for ?Y, I’ E :lfs and iY$(X, IV) = HC(XG, IV”) for 
X, WE ME . In particular, S E Ms . Let T = SF. Since S = H,(S, 5’) = 
H,(T, T), T is a left S-module as well as a right E-module. 
COROLL.%FtY. E = H,(T, T). 
Proof. From the theorem, E = H,(T, QT. ‘Thus, E C H,(T, T) = 
EH,(T, Tj = HL(T, E) TH,.(T, T) C f&(T, E)T = E. 
Proof. Interchange the roles of 9) and ~4 in the proof of the theorem. 
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COROLLARY. TH,(T, E) = S. 
Proof. In the preceding corollary, R = H,(T, E) and TR = TG = S. 
Remark. Since T is a left S-module, ST = T. Thus, for any Y, (17S)~ = 
YST = YT. 
3 
In this section, the analogues of generators and finitely generated projective 
modules are introduced. These new definitions do not match closely the 
usual concepts and so it seems advisable to adopt new terminology for them. 
LEMMA 1. Let E be a submonoid of dl and T a right E-module. Then, the 
follozcing conditions are equivalent: 
(gd 1 E fV, EK 
(gJ there is a left E-module R szuh that RT = E. 
.Moreozer, if either of these conditions holds, then E = H,.( T, T). 
Proof. I f  we assume (gi), then EC EHl(T, E)T C E, so E = RT with 
R = H,(T, E). 
I f  we assume (ga), then R C H,(T, E), so E = RT C H,(T, E)T C E, and 
hence, 1 c E = H,(T, E)T. 
Under either of these conditions, E C H,(T, T) = EHr(T, T) = 
H,(T, E) TH,.(T, T) C E. 
If  a right E-module T satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1, it is said to be 
of type g. In a similar fashion, a left E-module T is of type g if it satisfies one 
of the equivalent conditions 
(gd 1 E THAT> -79 
(gz) there is a right E-module R such that TR = E. 
LEMMA 2. Hz( U, I&( V, W)) = H,( V, Hl( U, W)). 
Proof. From VHl( C,j, H,( V, JV)) C C W, it follows that Hl( 77, H,-( Ti, JJT)) C 
H7( J/, HE( L’, W)). A similar remark gives the opposite inclusion relation. 
If  a right E-module T satisfies the condition 1 E TH,(T, E), it is said to be 
of typep. By Lemma 2, TH,( T, E) C TH,( T, HT( T, T)) = TH,( T, Hz( T, T)). 
Thus, if T is a right E-module of type p, it is also a left S-module of type g, 
where S = Hc( T, T). A left E-module T is said to be of typep if 1 E Hr( T, E)T. 
4 right (left) E-module T is said to be of type wz is it is of type P and also of 
type g. 
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PROPOSITION 1. Let S be a submonoid of M and T a left S-module. [f  T is 
of type g and U is any right S-module, then U = H,(T, UT). 
Proof. Since TH,(T, S) = S, C’ C H,(T, CT) = HL( X, GT) TH,.(T, S) C 
iYTH,(T, S) C L’. 
PROPOSI~IOY 2. Let S be a submonoid of &I, T a left S-module: and 
E = H,(T, Tj. I f  T is of t?pe p and W is any right E-module, then W = 
rr,( T, WjT. 
Proof. Since H,(T, S)T = E, W = W&.(T, S)T. Hence, WHr(T, S) C 
H,(X, W). It follows that W C H,(T, W) X C W. 
THEOREM 2. Let S be a submonoid of 34, X a left S-module, and E = Hr( T, Tj, 
De&e 9’: Afs + ME by Ua = CT. Then the folkwing conditions are equivalent : 
(m,) F; is an equizyalence. 
(ma) T is of type m. 
(ma) There is a right S-module and left E-module R such that RT = E 
and TR = S. 
Proof. ,&sume (m,). From Theorem 1: E = H,(T: E)T. From a corol- 
lary, XH,( T, E) = S. Since S = H&(X, T), we obtain H,.(T, S) = H,(T, Ej 
from Lemma 2 and so T is a left S-module of type m. 
Assume (m,). From Lemma 1 (applied to the left S-module X) S = Hz( X, T) 
and so by Lemma 2, H,(T, S) = H,(T, E). Let R = H,(T, S) = H,(T, E). 
Assume (ma). Define z,!J: ME -+ Ms b!- W” = WR. Then zj is a functor 
that inverts p. 
Remarks. Condition (ms) may be weakened to 
(ma’) There is a light S-module R and a left E-module R’, such that 
R’X = E and TR = S. 
One situation that gives rise to an equivalence is the following. Let P be a 
submonoid of 36 and T be both left and right P-module. Assume T is of 
type p as a left P-module and also as a right P-module. Then, P C Hz( T, Tj = 
S, P c H,.(T, T) = E, and X is of type p as left S-module and also as right 
E-module. Hence, X is of type m as a left S-module. 
4 
The preceding theory has been developed for functors of right modules. 
There is, of course, an analogous theory for left modules. However, the 
condition for an equivalence is left-right symmetric and we may take advan- 
tage of this. 
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The set MS already has been introduced. Let $V denote the set of all left 
S-modules and ,Afs the set of all two-sided S-modules. 
Let T be a left S-module of type m. If  E = H,(T, T), then T is also a 
right E-module of type m. Hence, we have four equivalences 
qx 17/r, + l%fE given by UQ = UT, 
$: n/l, + MS given by Wb = H,(T, W), 
A: slw + &I given by UA = RU, 
p-c: EJ4 + ,M given by Wu = H,(R, W), 
where R = H,(T, E) = H,(T, S). M oreover, q$, z,!J~, PA, and ;\r-G are identity 
maps. I f  u E s~11s, then (Ua)A = (Pp. If  WE sME , then by Lemma 2, 
(W$)u = (Wu)+. Thus, we obtain 
THEOREM 3. Let S be a submonoid of M, T a left S-module of type m, 
E = H,(T, T), and R = H,(T, E). Then, UN RUT is a one-to-one corre- 
spondence of sMs onto EME whose irzzwse is @en by W F+ H,(T, H,(R, W)). 
This section describes a somewhat peripheral topic. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let S and E be submonoids of M with S C E. If E is of 
type p as a riglzt S-module and G = H,(E, S), then 
(q) U is a two-sided S-module. 
(up) LR = u c s. 
(I+) U is of type p as a left S-module. 
(u4) E = I%,(U, U). 
Proof. Since S C E, (ul) is clear. Since U _C UE C S, U2 C SU C U. 
On the other hand, E C EH,(E, S) = ElY, so U = UE C UEU = U2. This 
proves (u.,). Moreover, E _C HY( U, S) im pl ies that E _C EU C H,( U, S) U, 
which proves (ua). Finally, UC E implies that E C Hz( U, E) and so, E _C EU C 
HL( U, E) U C E. Thus, H,( U, U) C Hz( U, E) UHr( U, U) C E C HT( U, U), 
which proves (u,). 
PROPOSITION 4. Let S be a submonoid of .$!I. Let U be a two-sided S-module 
such that Uz = U _C S and U is a left S-module of type p. If E = H,(U, U), 
then 
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(eJ s c E, 
(e2j E is of typep as a m@zt S-module, 
(es) 17 = H,(E, S). 
.?%oof. The proof of(e clear.SinceE =H,( r/; S)c,‘, H,(E, s)H,( &‘, S)ccS 
and so, H,(E, S)H,(U, S) C H!.(U, S). Thus, U _C H,(E, Sj C H,(E, SjE = 
H,(E, S) HT( CT, S) U c H,( r/; S) U = H&( L7, Sj G” _C S G C l’, which proves 
(es). From EG = H,( i7, S) u” = H,(U, S)U = E and (es), folIo\vs (ezj. 
Let S be a submonoid of M. Let E be the set of those submonoids E of M 
that satisfy conditions (el) and (e,) of Proposition 4. Let C be the set of those 
U that satisfy conditions (q), (uJ, and (uJ of Proposition 3. Then, the map 
6: E + U, defined by Eo = H,(E, S), is one-to-one and onto and is inverted 
by the map w: U + E given by Liw = H,( CT, I;‘). 
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